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A SECOND CAUCASIAN TRAMP 

BY W. HEYBROCK 

LL those who think that the manifold troubles of a first intimate 
visit to the Caucasian Central Range, as was my solitary tramp 
in 1933 (A.J. 47· 103- 12), could happen but once are in 

complete error. 
For some and not the least important districts, travel in the 

Caucasus has improved since the days of the first European pioneers, 
Freshfield, de D echy, Merzbacher and many other good names. All 
those wonderful fellows have gone in the meantime, and their inherit
ance has come into the hands of young people with no less enthusiasm 
but as it seems to me there is something still more romantic about 
their doings, not indeed romance in the old style, as the technical 
difficulties of each mountain have become surmountable even in the 
case of perpendicular or overhanging rocks. With the aid of certain 
instruments no summit resists and there is much so-called ' enjoyment ' 
about. And when one side has been accomplished, someone comes 
and finds another far more ' difficult,' while a third man appears crying 
' What street shall I go up,' and is anxious to accomplish quite a 
new ' route ' or to engineer ' variants ' in the most exciting manner. 
For then only will he be content with the mountain and himself. New 
mountaineering, fresh romance. The Russians, wonderfully spirited 
people, have learned from their European masters how to construct a 
glacier or a mountain. There are stores containing plenty of ice axes, 
ropes, crampons ; plenty of 'green' mountaineers, too; all may not be 
willing to learn yet all are anxious to see. On the Zej (or Zea) Glacier 
I saw on several days in July and August 1935, many groups of zo, 30 
and even 50 people or more, all proceeding with a 'guide ' to the glacier, 
heavily armed with instruments of every Alpine variety. T·here is 
nothing to criticize : they are happy, harmless-like children, they 
injure no one, not even themselves since accidents are extremely few. 
It may be that Mount Elbruz, the monarch of the whole range, was 
climbed a short time ago, as was reported, by a crowd far exceeding 
roo Russian climbers ! Other people, other fashions and other 
romances. Such wanderings are rather gay and nobody dreams of 
finding the calm valleys of former days. 

It is of some interest that nowadays the British do not continue to 
visit the Caucasus. I do not know the reason. In 1933 . and 1935 
I met only Swiss, Austrians, Frenchmen and Germans, a few Americans 
uninterested in climbing, but no Englishmen. I must confess though 
that I doubt whether it is for the reason that the Alps are much more 
beautiful than the Caucasus ; it is because these former offer a lot of 

' 
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advantages to a European traveller. Why, therefore, go into the 
Caucasus ? If not on account of special and definite interests, it would 
indeed be an unpleasant affair. And I must say, although a few 
Intourist-Hotels exist already in some places, the ' List of Requisites 
for a Caucasian Tour ' as given nearly fifty years ago by Donkin 1 is at 
present still the same, perhaps even several of the things pointed out 
as ' to be purchased in Russia ' may no\v better be included under 
those ' to be provided before starting,' since stores in Russia, especially 
in Ordjonikidze (the former Vladikavkaz), are not in the habit of 
inspiring confidence, vvhile the articles for sale are hardly ever in perfect 
condition. Yet for mountaineering, the best is but just good enough. 
Above all, what is needed for the Caucasus is as Donkin has already 
said : ' Infinite Patience.' 

Travel to Zej 

In 1935 the first evidence of the validity of Donkin's last word 
I met with was at Ordjonikidze. Having been four days uninter
ruptedly on the rail from Hamburg, I was eager to get to the mountains 
next morning. But there was no motor car obtainable for my tour, 
all being on other routes, mainly on the Georgian highway to Tiflis and 
back. So two full days were lost in complete inactivity, apart from 
little walks in the nice and interesting boulevard and evening visits to 
the ' Prolet-Park,' the grounds of which have been laid out in a really 
careful and remarkable manner. Even the jazz band of these days, 
playing modern pieces every night in a huge pavilion, was tolerable 
to European ears; the cheering crowd, a motley medley of so many 
Caucasian and Oriental people was, of course, filled with ecstasy. 

It was on the fourth day only that I obtained a machine (every 
motor car in Russia is simply called' n1achine '). I started at 9.30 A.M. 

and arrived at the Zej Sanatorium about 2 P.M. The distance is roughly 
roo km., the road in fairly good condition, especially the s·ection of the 
Ossetian highway between Alagir and Buron (formerly called ' Zvali,' 
near ' St. Nicolai' of the Freshfield map). The section Buron-Zej
Sanatorium, 15 km. only, includes the main ascent from 1195 to 
1934 m., whereas until Buron the rise is 480 m. only (Ordjonikidze, 
715 m.). Zej Sanatorium is a complex of five or six wooden buildings 
amidst the high pine trees of the Zej valley, through the dark green of 
which can be perceived gleaming glaciers and ice-covered mountains. 
In similar surroundings stands a stone-built hotel 2 km. lower down, 
while a tourist station consisting almost exclusively of tents is not far 
off, but above the latter. Moreover, there is a convalescent home near 
the sanatorium at Rekom, the ancient Ossetian sanctuary, and also 
some caves in the uppern1ost part of the valley used by natives. The 
Zej valley, the original settlements in which consisted solely of the 
villages Upper (1750 m.) and Lower Zej (1729 m.), has thus become, 
during the summer months at least, the most frequented spot in the 

1 A.J. IJ. 258. 
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Central Range of the Caucasus. The motive is the belief in the 
curative efficacy of the Zej water, in which baths are taken ; in reality, 
it has neither mineral nor thermal significance. 

Zej (Zea or Tsaya) Glac-ier 

July 30, I935. I chose the neighbourhood of the Zej Sanatorium 
as a camping-place, as being nearest to the glaciers and at the shortest 
distance for supplying myself with the provisions which I was storing 
at the sanatorium. During the erection of the tent a big crowd, as 
usual in Russia, came up and stared curiously. The manager of the 
sanatorium appeared also and, as a proof of Russian courtesy, offered 
me a room free of charge. 

At 5 in the evening I went out to,;vards the Zej Glacier, against the 
advice of my new friends, who were anxious lest I should miss the way 
back in night and mist. They evidently did not know the procedure 
in such regions, being quite inexperienced where danger might exist 
or not. 

•• 

The snout may be reached within an hour. There is at first an 
obvious line through pine and birch wood alongside the rushing ~ej 
torrent. Then comes a fine path of the seventeenth and ninet~enth 
centuries leading up the high lateral moraine ; the last trees are about 
2I50 m. At this point I left the path and descended direct to the 
glacier's front. 

The Zej (or Zea) Glacier is one of the largest Caucasian ice-streams. 
Its length is given by Moriz de Dechy as Io km.,2 whereas Rado says 
I I km., 3 which may be the present true length. The tongue is covered 
with surface-moraine and has flattened out since the last big advance 
about I 88o. During the same time the glacier has, of course, lost in 
length and altitude. To determine the latter was my aim, and· for this 
and similar purposes I had brought with me an hypsometer, kindly 
lent by the Geodaetisches Institut in Potsdam. The altitude . w~s 
(after the essential reductions for which I am indebted to the Deu~sche 
Seewarte in Hamburg for the necessary material) 2II5 m. According 
to the former surveys it was as follows : 

I881- 83. One-verst map 
Merzbacher) 

I884. de Dechy . 
I 886, July I, de Dechy 
1935, July 30. Heybroek 

S. sheet 
• • 

• • 

• • • 

• • • 

• 

(Freshfield and 
. . . 2055 m~ · 
. . . . zo6o m: ~ . 
. . . ·2064 m. · ·:· .. 
. . . 2115 m. · 

. . 
. . . 

So the glacier has a total loss in altitude of _6o m_. within .53 years. 
This is in good agreement with the figures· which I_ found 4 .in· .t.he 

' . . . -
.. .. . . . 

• • 

2 M. de Dechy: Kaukasus; Berlin 1907, vol. 3, p. 349· · ·· . . . 
· · 3 A. Rado : Fuhrer durch dia Sow'jetunion ; . Berlin -1-928, P·· ·492·. .. · ·., ~ · ·.: 

4 W. Heybroek: 'Ergebnisse einer Studienreise in den Zentralen Kaukasus'; 
Zeitschriftfur Gletscherkunde, vol.. ?2, p.. 284} and vol. 23, p. 134 . .. 
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same way in r933 upon the Frik and Devdorak Glaciers (Elbruz and 
Kasbek region respectively) : 

Frik Glacier, 1933, 2584 m., loss in height since r887 (46 years), 
44 m. = o · 95 m. annually. 

Devdorak Glacier, 1933, 2356 m., loss in height since 1881 (52 years), 
6o m. = I· IS m. annually. 

Zej (or Zea) Glacier, 1935, 2II5 m., loss in height since r882 
(53 years), 6o m. = I· IJ m. annually. 

Figures indeed which cannot be accidental but shu\¥ that the pheno
menon of glacier retreat, similar to that in the Alps, exists equally in 
the Central Range of the Caucasus. Its origin cannot therefore be a 
local one. The scenery round about the Zej Glacier is excellent, as 
I saw some weeks later ; it resembles in some ways, as Dechy rightly 
remarked, the Mer de Glace and the Aiguilles of the Mont Blanc 
massif. 

It had now become extremely dark vvith clouds and mist. Having 
taken some photographs, together with air and water temperature 
(I3·2° and o·8° C.), it became almost impossible to botanize on the 
return to camp (another of my tasks was to collect high zone plants 
fqr the Institut fiir allgemeine Botanik, Hamburg University) . 

.... .. . 
• 

· Skasski Glacier 

July 31 August 3, 1935. Rekom, the 'sanctuary,' is a wooden 
construction similar to poor Swiss huts, but of very oblique shape. 
Outside are heaped up the remains of countless victims, horns of sheep, 
stags, ibexes and others. All valuable articles, such as vessels, little 
bells, etc., have been stolen since the advent of Russian tourists each 
summer, but it is said that once a year all the Ossetians of the environs 
still assemble here for the ancient feast. 

Returning from a visit to Rekom, I completed in the early morning 
preparations for an excursion of several days, setting out at Io. 15 A.M. 
for the Skasski Glacier. This was an ancient tributary of the diluvian 
Zej Glacier. At present it lies in the background of the largest lateral 
valley to the right and S. of the Zej valley ; its length is about 3 · 5 km. 
and it flows from Adai Khokh (4409 m.). The glacier's name as 
given on the Freshfield and Merzbq,cher maps 5 is Kaltber ; Dechy 
calls it Rekom Glacier, admitting that it was named more recently 
Kaltber and Skas Glacier. Neither name did I hear there, and it is 
but just to employ that of' Skasski,' the local name. As to Adai Khokh 
all former maps and descriptions are wrong. Adai l{hokh is at present 
called ' the peak at the head of Skasski Glacier,' bearing on the Merz
hacher map 6 the name ' Kaltber.' The peak of the former . ..t\dai 

• • 
5 These maps ar~ ~supplements to P. W. Freshfield's The e xploration of 

the Caucasus; Londop. ·and N~w York 1896, and G. Merzbacher! Aus den 
Hochregionen des Kaukdsus; .L eipzig 1901. . 
. 6 Ir s_hould. be mentioned here, that both the Freshfield and Merzbacher 
map·s are based upon the Russian one-verst maps: · · · 
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Khokh bears the title of Elbaty or Uilpata Khokh in the country ; its 
height, 4647 m ., makes it the highest point in the entire massif. [See 
p. I I 5-6. Editor.] 

Nobody at the sanatorium was able to tell me v,.·hether there existed 
a way up the Skasski valley up to the glacier or not. A little path 
indeed exists on the true right bank of the torrent though not quite as 
far as the glacier. Being ignorant of its existence I kept to the left, at 
first along the pipe-line of the small electric power station, 7 through 
pine and birch woods covered \Vith numerous bilberries and straw
berries, aftenvards crossing a field of landslips and the tree line whence 
I arrived finally on the rough, steep ground leading to the glacier. 
Taking it all in all and laden with some 6o lbs.,it proved a rather toilsome, 
although not too long a job. At 12.30 P.l\1. I was on the snout ready 
for survey, the temperature being 22 · 3° C. and the altitude 2321 m. 
This measurement, which is confirmed by others above and below, 
proves that the former altitude must be erroneous. The Merzbacher 
map indicates 3300 m. Dechy gives at first the same figure, but later 
in another volume he states it to be 2400 m. Freshfield 's table shows 
7855 ft. or 2396 m., and he adds that 'the heights are from the one
verst maps.' The estimate 3300 m. must he quite wrong, for it is 
impossible that the glacier could gain 7 5 m. in altitude during a time 
of clear retreat. The Russian maps must be incorrect. In fact, 
Merzbacher has shown a number of such faults upon the one-verst 
map, the points in question bearing different altitudes within the zone 
of the overlap of two adjacent sheets. For instance, theN. sheet gives 
the snout of the Zej Glacier as 947 Sazhen (2017 m.), whereas the S. 
sheet has 965 Sazhen (2055 m.). In the case of the Skasski Glacier 
a similar difference seems to exist. It is a pity that none of the three 
travellers cited above has visited and surveyed that glacier ; he would 
surely have discovered the discrepancy and should be able to calculate 
the true amount of loss in height. 

Having pitched my camp upon the high lateral moraine of the 
Skasski Glacier with beautiful views on the valley head and its surround
ing peaks, I decided to attempt one of the latter in the Kaltber range, 
the highest point of which seemed to be the (?) virgin Tsopan Khokh, 
4125 m.8 At 5 A.M. I crossed the true right floor of the valley and 
began the ascent of a narrO\¥, neve couloir leading up to the ridge of 
the range, thus opening the way to the summit. 

The weather was cloudless, calm and very warm. Consequently 
the neve surface was not frozen, while its consistency varied continu
ally, so that though the angle was not difficult, I had to change methods 
constantly. With increasing altitude the inclination gre\¥ steeper, 
making the crampons almost useless so that step-cutting was often 

1 This station supplies the sanatorium and the tourist base with light. 
s The name of the peak appears only on the sketch-map, given by L. 

Vardanianz in : ' Ueber eine neue Methode zur Berechnung der Depression 
der Schneegrenze, angewendet auf alte Gletscherstande im oberen Einzugs
gebiet des Ardon (zentraler K.aukasus)'; Zeitschriftfiir Gletscherkunde, vol. 19. 
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inevitable, although the surface was by no means smooth, but rather 
slushy ; its softness caused the crampons to clog between their eight 
spikes. In the upper part of the couloir of the components of which, 
whether glacier or not, I am still ignorant, appeared successively four 
or five remarkable clefts. Their \vidth and depth were but I -2 m., 
but their length proved very great as they ran almost straight downward, 
slightly diagonally. Some of them I had to traverse, which was at first 
not too difficult, but with increasing steepness and altitude their surface 
became increasingly iced. Of course I did not at once trust their 
surface which at first seemed to be unfathomable, but was now filled 
and polished in every way. 

In the meantime several hours had passed. I was already above 
3000 m. and my ascent was interrupted by frequent halts for breathing. 
I approached the point where the couloir forked into two branches. 
One went more directly towards the summit in question ; its surface 
being at first composed of fairly good neve, but some 200 m. above 
there appeared a hanging glacier, obviously presenting a bad hindrance, 
not only because of its terminal wall, but also because of its succeeding 
crevasses. The left-hand branch was a narrow strip of hard neve and 
polished ice very steep between almost perpendicular rocks, attain
ing the same main glacier above, but leading far more easily to the 
ridge than the other. 

I decided for the latter branch. But all hope soon vanished. I had 
worked up a disagreeably narrow passage between glaciated rocks 
along one of the clefts and stood before the last of these, which came 
straight down the glacier-branch of the couloir. The cleft did not 
look inviting. Surface and flanks were of hard, pure ice ; but in any 
case it must be traversed. I chose a favourable spot still bad enough 
because of the cleft's high angle and descended cautiously. Each step 
I had to cut required more than a dozen blows. It took some minutes 
before I could reach the opposite bank : as I was just climbing it I 
heard a noise in front of me. Looking up, I saw an avalanche of stones 
plunging down the narrow ice couloir I was making for. This was a 
bad sign and my situation became hopeless as henceforth stones kept 
falling at intervals, yet almost incessantly, throughout the couloir. It was 
very hard for me, but there was no other choice but to turn back. So 
I dropped again into the cleft, considering whether there were no other 
way to the summit. Reflecting on this and simultaneously improving 
the steps, I thought of trying the glacier-branch. Precisely at that 
moment a deep rumbling sound was heard for a short time, and I 
observed a piece of ice passing within a handbreadth of my head. 
Others followed, mostly taking the cleft where I stood as their line, 
which was nothing else but an avalanche shoot. I was not hit, though, 
of course, I could make no effort to move. Now the situation was 
clear : the weather was too hot, the morning sun had touched the 
flank of the massif, the result being continuous falls of stones and ice, 
the latter coming from the glacier above. 

With my position becoming more and more endangered, I had 
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finally to decide on retreat. This \vas not at all easy or quick, the 
surface had become smooth and slippery so that I had to step back
vvards as on a ladder, the clogged-up crampons being quite useless. 
I reached the tent at about r P .~1., 3 hours for the return, 5 having 
been needed for the ascent, including halts. The highest point 
reached \Vas about 3350 m. as I calculated from an aneroid, almost 
precisely rooo m. above the camp and about 8oo m. below the summit. 
The latter is not impossible, but Tsopan l{hokh can only be recom
mended during calm, frosty weather, vvhich means that it must be 
attacked shortly after midnight so that the endangered zones may be 
left again on the return before the sun becomes too strong. 

As the afternoon \Vas lost for anything serious, I went for survey 
purposes up to the snout of a nameless lateral glacier, also descending 
from the Kaltber range and Tsopan massif. This flows finally through 
a sort of ravine and ends before reaching the bottom of the Skasski 
valley. There, too, I got into trouble. I had reached the glacier in 
r! hours and was just putting up the hypsometer, when an avalanche 
of heavy stones poured down the glacier. It would have been impossible 
to escape in face of such rapidity, besides all would have been in vain, 
for the blocks flew in every direction. I was fortunately exempt from 
the projectiles which passed to the left and right within a fe,v metres. 
I immediately changed my position and took the survey from a hump 
of moraine several metres below. But even there I vvas not in full 
security, as many times other blocks fell in the immediate neighbour
hood. The results were 2623 m. for the snout's altitude. It seems 
never to have been surveyed before so that the loss in height remains 
unknown. 

The survey had lasted an extraordinarily long time. But Tsopan 
Khokh is perhaps possible from the glacier last surveyed. Ov.ring to 
sunburn, I could scarcely move on the whole following day. In 
order not to lose it completely, I repaired my clothing, took measure
ments and went out botanizing in the neighbourhood. 

On the fourth day of the excursion I decided to return to the Zej 
base, for I was in no condition for mountaineering, owing to sun 
blisters. The weather had changed, too; mists had crept up so that 
it was not hard to leave that part of the mountains. 

Ze:j (o1~ Zea) Range 

August 4- 7, 1935. I stayed one night only at Zej base. 'fime vlas 
precious and must be utilized in some way. It seemed to be useful to visit 
the northern and unknown flank of the Zej (or Zea) Range and its glaciers; 
I had obtained good photographs of its entire southern flank with the 
seven or eight side glaciers from the main station, point 3350 m., below 
Tsopan Khokh. 

In order to avoid a long and toilsome d·etour, the Zej range had to 
be crossed by a suitable col. The appearance of the range betvveen 
the high peaks of the upper part in no way resembled what I had seen 
from below Tsopan Khokh. The range has never been traversed 
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there although for good climbers it is not impossible perhaps to do so. 
For myself ther:e could be no question ; I had no time for difficult, 
dangerous and uncertain experiments ; besides, I was too heavily laden 
for such an undertaking. The first and only col in the range leads 
according to the maps between Sadonvzektau (2956 m.), and Zakhziri 
Khokh (2714 m.) from the Lower Zej (1729 m.) to Sgid (1562 m.). 

I planned now to cross the range nearer to the W. I left Zej base at 
noon, proceeding towards the Upper Zej. After a loss of more than 
300 m. of height, the way began to rise again. I did not go into the 
village but turned directly off the Zej flank, employing at first the surface 
and then the left bank of a small glen. Several hundred metres higher 
up I arrived on a broad crest immediately opposite the Upper Zej. 
I climbed the crest upwards to a remarkable, promontory-like spot, 
·where at 5 P.M., at 2050 m., I pitched the tent. Fog descended down 
to perhaps 1950 m., and it began to rain gently but obstinately. This 
situation lasted until I I .30 A.M. next morning. The tent, which I had 
received on the day of departure, proved now not to be waterproof, 
so that I suffered much from damp. 

The following start was rather late. At I .30 P.M. only was the tent 
dry enough to be transported. The slope now consisted of steep, 
grassy slopes, interrupted by steps of bare rock. In the dripping grass 
I noticed something moving quickly. Supposing it to be a frog and 
therefore precious as food for me I tried to seize it. But I fortunately 
missed what proved to have been a common viper. Gently I moved 
uphill, the work being rather toilsome, especially upon the rock-steps 
because of the second sack I was carrying in front. This sack pre
vented me from seeing my feet and caused, of course, breathlessness as 
well. However, equipment and provisions had to be transported at 
all costs. 

At 5 P.M. I had had enough and looked for a camping-ground, which 
proved a difficult task. Finally, I found on very steep terrain an airy 
platform of some four feet square, just sufficient for the tent. The 
spot was at 2548 m. in altitude. To clear up the question of a pass 
I set out upwards without luggage. The results showed that something 
like a pass really existed. 

Night came on very soon. Before it was quite dark, some layers of 
clouds opened in the far East. For some moments I got my first view 
into the solitary Tepli massif, long since prominent in my plans. It 
w:as deeply impressive. There was the dark Teplitau (4423 m.) 
itself, a peak whose serrated ridges are rare even in the high Caucasus 
and appearing a summit of extreme difficulty. There was furthermore 
Kolotatau (4167 m.),9 a beautifully white peak from this side; and there 
was finally the group or crest of Aiguilles-like peaks, almost black in 
colour, culminating in point 4014 m. 

It became obvious that my chances of getting to the N. flank of the 
9 Attemped in I 896 by Vittorio Sella and E. Gallo who, however, climbed 

the lower, E., peak ca. 4200 m. Boll. Club Alpino Italiano, 1897, p. 339· 
. Teplitau, Arkhontau and Kolotatau were climbed respectively, as was point 
4014 m., by the Munich D.u.CE.A.-V. party of 1935, seep. 114-5· All were 
first ascents. Editor. 
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Zej range and all its glaciers within the time available was diminishing 
continuously. On account of bad weather loss of time increased 
every day. The next day accentuated the situation. I had hoped to 
reach the pass, but after crossing a bad, trench-like ravine, where the 
sharp walls scraped my hands badly, and reaching a small promontory, 
dense fog and rain forced me to camp immediately as early as noon 
and at 2563 m. Day and night I lay almost motionless in the narrow, 
wet tent. 

At 5 A.M. on the fourth day the sky \Vas fairly clear. Some fog and 
clouds were hovering about the Zej and Kaltber ranges and the Tepli 
massif, the main summit of \Vhich I saw for a very short and last time. 
Having fetched water from the ravine belovv and breakfasted, the 
weather seemed to become once more uncertain. To reach the pass 
at all I must hurry; I immediately secured and marked the tent with a 
flag to facilitate my finding it again in probable mist, and started for the 
col with a light pack only. Fog descended again within a few minutes. 
However, having got a fairly good bearing, I continued and was at the 
top at 8 A.lVI., 575 m. above the camp, 70 minutes after starting a 
good time of almost soo m. per hour. No map marks that pass and 
I am unable to tell its name. 

The southern slope of the col, the altitude of which results as 3138 m, 
was a narrow slope of loose slate at an angle of 50° ; the northern, so 
far as I could see, of bare rock and boulders, is at 6o o or more. Some 
grass and moss grew at the top, but now snow lay there. A few stick
holes at intervals indicated the recent presence of a human being. 
The fog's density concealed all view, excepting for glimmering ice 
from the head of the opposite Sad on glen. Thanks to the flag I 
found my tent vvithout difficulty. The mist did not lift, and after 
2 hours of botanizing it began to rain as '~veil. I decided now to give 
up, strike the tent before it became quite wet and return in one long 
march via the Upper Zej village to Zej base. 

Tepli R eg£on 
August 8- I 6, 1 93 5. My new and old plan was to proceed to the 

Tepli massif. I had an interview on this matter with Saurbek Kheta
guroff, an Ossetian native from the village of N ar on the southern 
flank of that massif, who was an engineer in Baku. He told me many 
things and said that all I planned was very easy of accomplishment, 
that ever~rhere no\v \Vere roads and I could \\'ithout difficulty reach 
his native village from the N. by crossing the range Later on it 
turned out, however, that he '~ras quite wrong. I think his statements 
were made only from politeness, and I doubt vvhether the good fellow 
had ever once been on a glacier or the high, steep rocks of his own 
home. That this is not a mere phrase is shown by the following 
conversation. Khetaguroff asked me if I had seen the serpent on the 
Skasski ·Glacier. 'vVhat serpent? ' 'The glacier-serpent,' he said. 
I denied it of course, thinking he made fun of me, and asked him if he 
had seen it. ' No,' he replied with extreme earnestness. ' Never ? ' 
' Never.' ' 1.,here exists no glacier-serpent.' ' Yet, each glacier has 
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a glacier-serpent.' 'What does it look like? ' No reply. ' How 
long is it ? ' ' . . . One metre,' hesitatingly. ' And what colour ? ' 
' Green.' Is it conceivable that the first or second modernized 
generation of Caucasians has preserved such superstitions until the 
present time ? Is it not a certain parallelism with the ' Tatzelwurm,' 
that mythical animal of similar shape, which is yet believed in, as 
I remember, in some Austrian districts of the Alps to the present day ? 

The Tepli Group has been visited very seldom. Modern Caucasian 
climbers have neglected it in favour of the higher mountains, mostly 
in the Bezingi region. Photographs have been taken only from the 
far distance. Reports concerning it are not only few, but very poor 
as well. Moreover, the northern flank and valleys of the Tepli Group 
have not been visited by mountaineers at all and no one can tell what 
its appearance is from there. [This account was written before publi
cation of the reports of the German party of 1935. Editor.] 

It was an interesting task accordingly for me to proceed for the first 
time into that district and to investigate it so far as I was able, time 
and weather permitting. I was anxious to do that and grudged even 
one whole day of rest since the last excursion. After one night at Zej 
base, I left it at I•.20 P.M., laden with perhaps 30 Kg. The weather 
was bad, damp fog concealed everything up to 40 metres. At 4.30 P.M. 
I arrived in Buron (1195 m.), at the western base oftheTeplimassif. 
Although daylight was growing faint I tried to reach Bat the same 
evening. My plan originally was to go down the Ardon valley and 
proceed near Mizur into the Bat glen. This would have been a detour. 
Moreover, I soon became weary of the lonely walk on the Ossetian 
highway. I therefore turned aside before reaching N usal and tackled 
the flank of the Tepli massif, where I found traces of a faint path. A 
few trees grow there and bare rock is seldom evident. Owing to my 
heavy load, I had much trouble in reaching the pass in the northern 
crest of Tsmikom Khokh 10 (4136 m.), which is perhaps rgoo m. high. 
The top was concealed in mist and it was impossible to see anything of 
the massif itself. Without halting I hurried down to Bat (about 1200 m.) 
sometimes missing the dwindling path and arrived there at 7.40 P.M., 
just before darkness became complete. Having no desire to pitch the 
tent I entered the first building met, and begged leave to pass the 
night there. Some women were there, two very old and a young wife 
with a baby ; the latter cried heartrendingly on seeing the young 
bearded stranger, who presented it with some chocolate for quietening 
purposes. The ladies then granted me permission, but they seemed 
somewhat uneasy, for there was no man present. It was 9 P.M. before 
he came in ; I was lying on a trunk which had been arranged as a 
couch. It was an interesting moment as he looked at me from the 
door. I simulated sleep and perceived at a glance that he was a fear
less, vigorous and excellent fellow. He was seemingly immensely 
astonished at my presence. Later on he reappeared with tvvo men 

. 
10 One of the few peaks of the Tepli massif ascended at all (by Oscar Schuster 

and Walter Fischer, 1911: A.J. 27. 92-5; CE.A.Z. I9II, p. 327; Zeitschrift, 
D.u.CE.A.-V., 1912, p. 118). 
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and took his place Y\1-ith them at the table. His wife then brought milk, 
freshly baked maize-bread and saJt and I was summoned to eat. I 
heard that I was the first foreigner and tourist in that village and 
valley. Gutnov, my host, told me of his ibex-hunting and showed me 
some impressive horns and skins of that animal, called in Ossetian 
'sabeedr.' He denied emphatically the names ' Zmiakom' (Glacier 
and I{hokh) as given on the Merzbacher map and' Miakom' (-I{hokh) 
as in the Freshfield map and table and said it was ' Tsmikom.' It is 
but just to accept this form, for Bat is the only settlement in this glen 
wherein the Tsmikom Glacier descends. From whom should we 
accept the form of nomenclature, if not from the inhabitants of this 
village ? In addition, Gutnov wrote, when giving me his name and 
address in my notebook, the name of the hamlet as ' Bad,' which must 
be accep~ed for the same reason, all the more because Gutnov is a 
man of high intelligence, can write both in Ossetian and Russian letters 
(his writing is of striking beauty), and so gave me the spelling through
out conscientiously. With his aid I continued to work at my small 
Ossetian dictionary. 

The night was fairly clear ; thousands of stars shone brightly through 
the window,. Just as I fell asleep I felt that there was something 
moving cautiously about the room. I thought, of course, that it was 
a thief and listened attentively. I was much surprised \vhen my 
throat was suddenly seized. I immediately leapt up and lit a match. 
The scene was rather ridiculous : I was face to face with a poor cat 
only! 

As the weather was again bad next morning, I decided to go to the 
(northern) Tepli Glacier as my main objective and to postpone, in the 
meantime, the visit to the Tsmikom Glacier. I crossed the glacier 
torrent by the bridge connecting the two parts of Bad at 7 .zo A.M., 

after having photographed Gutnov and his nice wife separately. The 
settlement is one of the cleanest in the Caucasus, though of course in 
no way rich. There are crops of potatoes, barley and vegetables. 
Wood is rather poor and pasturing appears unproductive bec~use of 
the aridity. Ancient, middle-ages-like towers gave with some poplars 
and the mostly flat-roofed houses a most characteristic note to the 
scenery. 

The Tepli massif was, as usual, hidden by fog. I saw neither 
mountain nor glacier and must say now that I never saw the Tsmikom 
Glacier at all. I moved slowly up a fairly visible path, arrived high 
above !{oro in mist and wet grass and reached a pass in the second 
northern crest of the Tepli massif ( 1750 m.). Not far below it was 
Tsush, an ancient village, now completely in ruins, with but one 
isolated farm inhabited. I was surprised to find on this side of the 
pass one of the Ossetian charnel-towers, obviously belonging to the 
ruined Tsush. I was very curious, of course, about its interior and 
contents and entered it by way of its aperture. It contained remains 
of garments, pieces of glass bottles, fragments of timber all mixed up 
with bones and skulls. As it was too dark to photograph it, I placed 
two skulls outside on the wall and took two pictures. 
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After crossing the uppermost part of the little Tsush valley there 
appeared a new pass, 1924 m., and I found myself high up above 
Dej village, which is a very live one, with people haymaking and 
children shouting and singing. I was in doubt how to proceed. I 
could perceive Arkhon village and its large glen, where I had planned 
to go. It could easily be reached, being almost in a direct line with 
Dej. This, however, implied an enormous loss in height and what 
that means with a horrible load, everybody can tell who has been once 
in a similar situation. I therefore decided to proceed by the high 
ridge direct towards the massif. I soon met with disappointment. 
There were at first plenty of red whortleberries which I ate ravenously, 
but the terrain was so complicated by a thick layer of rhododendron, 
juniper and dwarf birch trees, that I, unable to see my feet because of 
the front sacK, stumbled continuously in ·the dripping vegetation. 
I lost both strength and time and became wet, too. Moreover, the crest 
disappeared not far above in mist and I was ignorant if it were passable. 
I therefore came to the conclusion that it was best to cross the whole 
Dej valley. This I did, but I confess it was a wearisome undertaking. 
There was something like an ancient path, leading into high, wet grass, 
followed by dwarf birch on inclined, slippery ground with rhododen
dron, juniper and grass, barred by low-hanging branches, all dripping 
wet. I fought my way through, but fell uninterruptedly, became as wet 
as in a bath, while my whole. equipment, hands and face were scraped. 
I was near exhaustion. 

Again a ridge followed, and now I was on the flank of Arkhon glen, 
where I descended without a path across the slope, so that I did not 
lose much height, but gained ground on the contrary. As progress · 
towards the far distance became problematical and the massif lay in 
darker mist even than before, I camped at 3 P.M. upon a sort of terrace 
at 1570 m., perhaps roo m. above the Arkhon river. Not far below 
me was a farm with a high tower, quite derelict and in ruins, while 
my tent stood close to a charnel-house, which was really the best place 
hereabouts. I had hoped that the following day would bring me to 
the (northern) Tepli Glacier, and was quite ignorant of the dis
appointing future results. 

I struck camp at 6.50 A.M. and descended to the river, where I thought 
a bridge must exist leading to the opposite and similar terrace together 
with cattle-paths. But I was wrong; the river was impassable, and the 
first and only bridge lay far below near Dej. It was most annoying; 
in avoiding the great detour via Dej, I had now to return to the camping
place and then follow the terrace upwards. When opposite the mouth of 
the only large lateral glen into the Arkhon valley, I was forced to descend 
to the Arkhon river. I moved for a while along the water's edge, often 
helping myself to the raspberries growing there in abundance, until 
the torrent became compressed by the walls of the glen. The river 
had now to be crossed whatever happened. The result was fresh 
delay, as waterlogged boots and stockings had to be emptied out. 

Now on the left-hand side of the torrent, I followed the faint cattle
track which leads to some pastures and dwindles away before reaching 
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a little dwarf birch-wood, seemingly characteristic of that part .of the 
Caucasus. The timber is of course used by the natives. The more 
ravine-like valley widened now into a sort of immense basin the 
surface of which, filled with boulders of all sorts, grows continually 
steeper. The far extremity of the basin, where the torrent gushes in, 
could soon be perceived. 

It was a most exciting moment to have that basin, of which no 
previous description exists, in front of .one for the first time, enclosed 
as it is by high, dark mountain-walls, the tops of which disappeared 
in gloomy mist. All the more exciting was it as the back of the basin 
looks as invincible as a fortress and one sees the water foaming and 
gushing forth without knowing where it comes from. I supposed 
that there must be a narrow passage as key of access to the water as 
well as for a mountaineer making for the glacier. It remained a com
plete mystery whether there could be access for myself or not. Accord
ingly I approached that dark basin-recess with hope and fear. As one 
approaches those leaping waters, the thundering roar of which fills the 
air, the ground trembles under the slapping blows of the waves and the 
quite invisible grinding blocks, driven down by the immense weight 
of the stream. Finally I reached the precipitously rising basin recess, 
and stood before and in front of the waters. The mystery was still 
the same, for I could not see the direction whence the waters came 
and I felt a sort of oppression when face to face with such repellent 
scenery. 

I tried to advance level with the water ; it was impossible, the 
torrent rushed down flush with the bare rock walls. I tackled the 
basin recess, but soon understood that no advance was possible there. 
I discarded my sacks and tried again up the precipitous wall as also 
the water level. Again in vain. Helplessly I sat down and considered 
what to do. I made a third and last attempt) again without result. 
I felt that I must here bury one of my greatest hopes. The only chance 
was perhaps an advance at water level on the opposite side of the river. 
But it could not be crossed now for it was too high, although perhaps 
morning might show some diminution of volume. I therefore was 
willing to wait. . 

Mist came down in the meantime and that thin rain which drenches 
so heavily. There was no level place to erect the little tent. I could 
only find a small spur in the wall, immediately above the entrance to 
the gorge (2.30 P.M., 2289 m.). It was a real climb to reach that 
camping-place. I have never spent a night like that : cramped in a 
tent through which water dripped everywhere, forming a pond under 
the sleeping-bag and my feet, unable to move for fear of falling into the 
gorge with all my equipment, while almost exhausted by the heavy 
noise and continual, unabated roar of the adjacent torrent. Mentally, 
I clung to the tiny hope of succeeding in reaching the glacier. Some
times I became much alarmed by the stones which fell down close to 
me, and I felt, too late as I must confess, that my camping-place was 
in danger. But where else could I have camped in such a region ? 

At 5 A.M. I descended to the river, laden only with the scientific and 
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Alpine instruments and something to eat. The water had really fallen 
and I crossed it where it forms three branches in the upper basin. Then 
I advanced into the caiion, being forced perpetually to change my route 
as the bottom of the gorge was covered with boulders over which the 
river rushed down in many branches, forming small islands bet\veen 
them. But soon I was stopped.. The struggle was over and I could 
go home .... 

The weather was good . I was in a great, narrow canon-like gorge, 
very dark in the shadow ; above was a strip of blue heaven. Straight 
ahead the river became compressed by both gorge-flanks which were 
very high, certainly more than 100 m., but I could not see the top. 
Behind the end of the gorge, which may be compared in some way 
with the Partnach, fioellental and Liechtenstein ravines in the Alps, 
were high waterfalls pouring down from a sort of terrace on which 
lay a green and apparently virgin pasture. I saw also a portion of a 
grey rock \vall perhaps belonging to a peak, perhaps only the lower 
part of the glacier basin. That was all no mountains, no glacier, 
although I was but one kilometre distant from the snout of the Tepli 
Glacier! 

I returned to the lonely tent and studied the map. The glacier
snout has no altitude. The first figures at all appear at a point which 
can be nothing else than the ·entrance of the famous gorge. That 
cannot but mean that the Russian surveyors also failed to reach the 
glacier (about I 882) and were stopped by the gorge precisely like myself. 
Perhaps the little cairn standing not far off my tent had been erected 
by them, or by shepherds who may also have tried to advance further. 
A kind of direction mark signifies nothing, for the cairn is standing 
at a place where advance is normally quite impossible. A possibility 
of passing the gorge may exist when the river is extremely low. The 
banking-walls may perhaps be mastered likewise when employing 
' ·certain ' modern implements, of \vhich I possessed but a limited 
number, reserved solely for worse incidents, as for instance the last 
chance of escape from a crevasse. 

I decided to try novJ the last of the three large valleys on the northern 
flank of the Tepli massif supplied with a glacier : the Tzashiu-Kom 
valley. That meant a stay of some further days. I descended the 
Arkhon glen, touched only the group of charnel-houses {1348 m.) 
above Arkhon village (the only settlement of the valley), and forced 
myself upwards in noontide heat to the top of a pass (1954 m.) situated 
in the northern Tepli-Kolotatau ridge and seeming to be very seldom 
frequented. Red whortleberries grow some metres only beneath. it; 
birch-wood exists, but is rather scarce on this slope. Though the 
weather had not yet become bad here, the peaks of the massif itself 
were again in clouds and I could see neither them nor the glaciers. 
I hurried down the steep further side, keeping away from an abandoned 
mine (tin, lead and silver), crossed the Kholst river and ascended to 
Kholst village ( 1672 m.), situated picturesquely as no other in the saddle 
of a ridge, a lateral crest of the north-eastern Tepli-Kolotatau crest. 

A few cattle had been grazing in the glen, \vhile two natives were 
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haymaking on the slope. They were immensely astonished at my 
sudden appearance, a matter which was quite inexplicable to me. 
First they asked me rather anxiously whether I was alone, but as I 
entered Kholst village, the surprise was all on my side : the village 
was quite deserted, the walls of houses and towers stared at me in 
ruins while the silence was quite uncanny. A good path led down 
into a little lateral glen, at the bottom of which stood a most primitive 
building. Entering the place, I met with a fresh surprise, a four-year
old girl. She, the only human being in all the loneliness of nature, 
was of course very shy. The opposite slope of the little valley held a 
group of three active charnel-towers belonging obviously to !{holst 
village. Their contents were similar to those described in the Tsush 
tower, with the exception that numerous bones were scattered in the 
vicinity, obviously by wild animals. 

I now entered the valley of Fimi and made the discovery that this 
village was likewise completely in ruins, with no one living in it. It is 
interesting to find a high percentage of settlements in the northern 
Tepli massif to be abandoned. I do not know the true reason, but 
I suppose that improvement of relations with neighbours and the 
increased security in the lower valleys and on the foreshore of the 
Cauca$US is one cause, dating from improved government conditions 
before and after the world war, when the previously everlasting ancient 
fights between the tribes were no longer allowed. The poor conditions 
of life in the high mountains is another. 

I had planned at first to cross the Fimi-vzek on the same evening, 
but I was fatigued and camped at 5.30 P.M. at 1700 m., close to the 
clear, fine river. Some people were making hay upon a terrace above 
me. Towards darkness they stopped and descended near me where 
a path existed. They were obviously anxious about my presence, 
although eight times as numerous as myself. They feared the presence 
of more strangers and could hardly believe that I was alone. I was 
very friendly to them and had the honour of an invitation from the 
leader to come to their destination, his home in Dagom. It is rather 
curious that these people should make hay in a spot three valleys away 
from their homes. 

On the fifth day of the excursion I started at 7 A.M. in fine weather. 
I remained at first in the floor of the glen where I enjoyed the immensely 
abundant raspberries. Later on I turned aside and climbed the slope 
where I found a good path leading to the pass, the Fimi-vzek (2424 m.). 
I had been perceived by two shepherds who hurried to receive me at 
the top. At first they were suspicious, but soon became confiding. It 
is everywhere the same : rough men like these become children when 
they are allowed to look through a telescope. This gesture has always 
the same magical effect on this people. They are, moreover, exceedingly 
proud when chosen for a photographic subject. 

Again the weather was changing. Mist rose from all sides and the 
mountain slopes were steaming. Of the Tepli massif I saw nothing, 
but the far-off Kasbek group looked marvellous with Gimarai Khokh, 
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4778 m., and other peaks ; Kasbek itself was hidden. Hurriedly I 
tried to take a . panorama, but in vain. Within a few seconds mists 
had shut down the view. Kariu Khokh (3403 m.) alone remained 
for a few minutes and it must be said here that this mountain forms 
with its precipitous flanks the most striking and impressive pure rock 
peak in the whole extensive prospect. Isolated as few others, it pre
sents a most interesting problem for mountaineers, strongly resembling 
our well-known Dolomites. 

My two shepherds now led me in dense fog down to a primitive 
tent-building and a fence not far from the pass. Milk was warmed, 
and I was given maize-bread and summoned to eat. Two large and 
vigorous wolf-dogs, quite ivory-white, were uneasy about my presence 
and I was continually attacked. I was now approaching the Fiagdon 
river-system. Kharisdon is a· small tributary which I crossed near 
Upper Kora, a poor but inhabited village, which had never beheld a 
stranger before. I did not descend to the Fiagdon surface to avoid 
loss of height, but traversed instead the boundary spur between Kharis
don and Tzashiukom. I proceeded along the flank of the latter without 
descending, joining up finally at the river's level. Something like a 
faint track appeared at times. Tzashiukom valley (or merely Tzashiu
Kom ' Kom ' signifies in the Ossetian tongue ' gorge,' ' glen ' or 
' narrow valley ') is, as I learned, quite uninhabited and no signs exist 
that it ever was. 

In the meanwhile the angles had increased, mist was filling and 
darkening the glen and soon it began to rain. It is a rather hopeless 
feeling when bad weather approaches in such a desolate spot. It was 
a sort of fight through low, wet birch-wood, high grass, across slopes 
of large boulders and along a turbulent glacier . torrent. The fog 
became so dense that I once suddenly imagined I had entered a village 
with high houses. Two more steps and I was face to face with great 
masses of rock, between which I erected my tent (5 or 6 P.M., 2150 m.). 
Mist and rain continued and I was rather cross about my failing tent. 
Later in the evening a thunderstorm broke and the rain became a 
torrent ; in silence I tried to keep out the tent water by drinking it. 

The sixth day broke cloudily. The Tepli massif was in mist as usual. 
Snow appeared on some of the further slopes. I set out at 7.40 A.M. 
Quickly I perceived cattle on the neighbouring slopes, followed by 
a shepherd. Soon he had remarked me and hurried down ; after 
greeting me he led me to a camp where were still more men. One 
of them was just off to ride to Unal for provisions. Others were with 
the cattle on the slopes. There were eight men in all, living here from 
June till September with almost a thousand head of cattle. A small 
lake lay not far off their camp, the height of both being, according to 
my survey, 2300 m. 

These fellows offered me the usual Caucasian meal, milk-soup with 
pieces of bacon, maize-bread and salt, the general menu for lunch, 
dinner and supper. I was begged to stay the night there, but I could 
not promise. I started for the glacier now, but some distance further 
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on I was suddenly attacked by a pack of four wolf-dogs, of the same 
beautiful ivory-white colour like those already met with. These 
animals were in a furious rage and I had to take care not to be hurt by 
them. The shouts of the shepherds were quite useless, being drowned 
by the noise of the torrent. 

After the ascent of a high step of t errain along the torrent, I camped 
at I P.M. at 2576 m., close to the roaring waters, on the recent terminal 
moraine of the T zashiu Glacier. The latter could not be far off and 
I started immediately in mist and rain for its snout. Rain increased 
and I fled under a big erratic block, but as it continued I returned to 
camp, trying again in half an hour. It was still raining and misty; 
moreover, a flash of lightning introduced a thunderstorm. Notwith
standing, I carried on and completed this time the survey of the snout 
(13/8/1935, 2 P.M., 2643 m.); there is no indication of any previous 
survey. The only figures existing on the maps refer to a point in the 
centre of the main glacier. The night was wet as usual, I could hardly 
save my films, provisions and plants ; it was quite futile to drink the 
water because it came through everywhere. 

I rose at 6 A.M. on the seventh day. What weather! Blue sky, 
some white clouds, peaks in mist, freshly-fallen snow on the ridges 
and slopes. Sometimes one peak or so became visible. I hurried up 
the fresh lateral moraine and had a most striking view into the glacier 
basin and its surroundings. I took some photographs, the first ever 
made here, and was lucky to once include the whole range. Especially 
of note was the impressive Kolotatau (4167 m.), appearing hence 
quite different than from the Zej flank, being now almost completely 
of bare rock, just snow-powdered; furthermore, I could see Arkhontau 
(4255 m.), and other peaks. I reflected earnestly on an ascent of 
Kolotatau. The glacier itself could not be a serious obstacle. How
ever, some difficulties were obviously provided by the bergschrund, 
followed by the precipitous face, perhaps-8oo m. in height, covered 
with neve and polished ice interspersed with bare rock. There was, 
moreover, the ridge garnished with a number of now snow-covered 
t eeth. The conquest of such a peak had to remain meanwhile an open 
question for me, but I had a strong desire to try it at least, providing 
the weather improved and became settled, otherv1ise I should have 
neither the time nor the necessary provisions. 

The T zashiu Glacier proved, contrary to the maps, to be a not 
extensive but highly complicated mass as far down as the snout. It is 
an ice-stream of the Turkistan 11 type fed only by avalanches and, in 
the last third, completely buried under surface moraine. Its length is 
about 3 · 5 km., the width perhaps 700 m. In its final course it receives 
from the right a tributary glacier which forms a most interesting 
glaciological phenomenon, not existing upon any other glacier. The 
tributary seems either to protrude upon the Tzashiu Glacier or, owing 
to heavy lateral pressure, causes the main glacier to swell up. In any 
case there exists a cone of ice upon the main glacier, connected with 

11 This type has b een characterized by R. v. Klebelsberg upon the Borolmas 
Glacier : ( D er Turkestanische Gletschertypus ' ; Z eitschrift fur Gletscherkunde, 
vol. 14, p. 193 sqq. 
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the tributary and showing different systems of internal structure. 
Now the figures 2793 m. on the map can only refer to the top of this 
cone and not to the snout mentioned above ; yet these figures have 
been falsely adopted in literature. 

As to the ascent of Arkhontau and the other unnamed peaks of the 
Tzashiu-basin, these will always consist of both rock and ice, and will 
give rather hard work. A beautiful expedition would be the traverse 
of the whole eastern ridge and peaks of the Tzashiu Glacier from the 
unnamed saddle (perhaps 3750 m.) to the E. (in the illustration on 
the left of Kolotatau). The undertaking is surely possible and may 
be accomplished in normal conditions within one day. 

Botanizing, I returned to camp where I spent some hours drying 
my whole equipment now rotting from the everlasting wet, repairing 
some things, cooking and inserting the new plants. The weather had 
again become cloudy; the peaks were almost always in mist. In spite 
of this I made an excursion up the left flank of the valley, hoping to 
obtain from the top of the ridge some good pictures and especially a 
view into the heart of the Tepli massif with Kolotatau, Teplitau and its 
glacier, together with the other jagged, nameless peaks culminating in 
point 4014 m., N . of Kolotatau. Mounting at first a slope of slate 
debris of increasing steepness, I collected plants, crossed the fresh 
tracks of an ibex and arrived at last at 3300 m., a few hundred metres 
below the top, when a fresh thunderstorm broke with rain and mist. 
I was determined to finish the ascent, but the rain becoming worse 
while all my clothes, plants, etc., were outside the tent to dry, I was 
compelled to rush down and secure them. 

The day was lost and the weather remained unfavourable. So I 
resolved to give up any further advance. I struck camp at 5 P.M. and 
descended to the shepherds' camp, where I was begged not to continue 
the march, but to stay the night. These good fellows all the eight 
came in that night were really anxious to make everything comfortable 
for me. After eating with them hot milk-soup with bacon and maize
bread with salt, the young people began to sing shepherd songs accom
panied by two flutes. We all sat round the fire while the numerous 
cattle stood reflectively close by the rough fences. These people had 
no names for the mountains here. They did not know the names 
Kolota and Arkhontau.12 Only the name Kariu-Khokh (they did not 
spell it ' I{ario ' as in the Freshfield map) was familiar to them. As for 
' Tzashiu-Kom,' they negatived decisively the map-spelling of 
'Tzazgu' (Freshfield) and 'Zasgu' (Merzbacher) and declared it 
emphatically to be' Tzashiu ' (or' Zashiu 'in German). As they were 
the only human beings in this valley we must be right in adopting their 
spelling. 

About midnight we heard the muttering of a fresh thunderstorm 
and rain came on. The morning looked fairly good ; there was no 
mist but too many clouds were about. I preferred to lunch first and 
after taking a photograph of all the eight good fellows, with many 

12 These two names have been given for the first time in the one-verst map 
as Merzbacher said. 
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hand-shakings, I set out for a pass (7 .30 A.M.). The men called it' Fimi
vzek,' just like the other pass further N., which is nearer to J{ariu 
Khokh (Fimi ' aviag 'in the Freshfield map must be an error). Both 
are on the same ridge (N.E. Tepli-Kolotatau an~te). The new 
pass is indicated on no map and it seems that it has been ' dis
covered ' and frequented by shepherds in the last few years only, since 
these have to come from Unal with the cattle which are, of course, 
State property. There is no real path up, only some faint traces. The 
top of this (southern) Fimi-vzek has the height 2850 m. (aneroid 
observation with reduction). I took a panorama around the whole 
horizon. The view was interesting, but the main peaks of the Tepli 
massif were once again in mist ; Kariu Khokh and Adai Khokh were 
hidden, and of the Kasbek group I saw only the uppermost part of 
Sirkhu-Barson (4156 m.), the ice-encrusted westernmost and, if I am 
right, still unclimbed peak of that group. 

During the descent to the U nal and Ardon valley I was attacked at 
noon by a new thunderstorm coming direct from the ever mist-laden 
Tepli peaks. I was just passing for the second time the deserted village of 
Kholst so I hurried down to the little primitive building, where some 
days previously I had met the little girl ; this time her parents, not 
Ossetians, but Russians, were present. A further downpour forced 
me to escape above Unal into an abandoned shed. After a long and 
most fatiguing march up the Ossetian highway, I was caught just before 
Buron by complete darkness and yet another thunderstorm, the third 
of that day. In heavy rain I hurried to the tourist camp, where I 
arrived at 8.30 P.M. and passed the night. 

Next day I returned to Zej base camp and made preparations for a 
new series of excursions on the southern flank of the Tepli and Adai 
Khokh massifs and for the descent via the famous Mamison pass to 
Kutais and Batum. 

On August 17 I did a s~cond and nice walk to and up the Zej Glacier 
accompanied by a young Russian physician. The r8th was the first 
and only day of complete rest and on the 19th I expected, as agreed 
with the Intourist, the 'machine ' to carry me to the village of Tib, 
where the start begins for the Mamison pass on horse-back. The 
' machine ' arrived as promised but with bad news. I was told that 
the pass route had been destroyed by recent avalanches, caused by the 
bad weather, so that it was impossible to traverse it in the near future. 
I was thus compelled to return to Ordjonikidze. My new plans were 
now to proceed from Kobi along the S. flank of the Kasbek massif 
to the S. of the Tepli group. My provisions were still sufficient for 
20 days. However, the Russians were anxious that I should leave 
Russia in the time prescribed in the passport. I could thus do a trip 
to Tiflis and Erivan only, after which I had finally to return home. 

[We must once more express our indebtedness to the writer for his 
interesting article, vvhich we present as far as possible in its original 
form. Editor.] 
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